A Rag and a Fiddle

Level: Beginner  
Music: Country/Bluegrass  
Speed: Moderate  
Wait: 16 Beats

Artist: The Good Brothers  
Choreo: Reina Beaven  
Contact: riverside@clogdancing.com

Sequence: A, B, C, A, B, C, C

**Part A** 32 Counts
2 Outhouses  (left foot lead, then right)
Triple  (forward)
Triple  (backing up)

**Part B** 32 Counts
Chain Rock  (move left)
Chain Rock  (move right)
2 Charleston

**Chorus** 16 counts
Clogover vine  (moving left)
Clogover vine  (moving right)

---

**STEPS**

**Outhouse**  
DS-Tch(ots)-Heel-Tch(xif)-Heel-Tch(ots)-Heel
L  R  L  R  L  R  L
&a1  & 2  & 3  & 4

**Triple**  
DS-DS-DS-RS
L  R  L  R  L
&a1  &a2  &a3  &a4

**Chain Rock**  
DS-RS-RS-RS
L  R  L  R  L  R  L
&a1  &2  &3  &4

**Charleston**  
DS-tch-H-toe-H-RS
L  R  L  R  R  L  R
&a1  & 2  & 3  & 4

**Clogover**  
DS(ots)-DS(xif)-DS(ots)-DS(ots)-DS(xib)-DS(ots)-DS(xif)-DS(ots)-RS
L  R  L  R  L  R  L
&a1  &a2  &a3  &a4  &a5  &a6  &a7  &a8

---

**KEY**

DS – double step  
H – heel  
RS – rock step  
Tch – touch
(ots) – out to side  
(xif) – cross in front  
(xib) – cross in back